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CHAPTER 1601

“Surprise? What surprise?”

Everyone was taken aback.

“You guys come out!”

Levi Garrison clapped his hands.

Soon, Xiao Feng and others all walked out.

“What? Can you get out of bed and walk?”

“No, your strength is restored?”

“No, no, your strength is…”

…

Feeling the changes made by Xiao Feng and others, Messiah’s people were going crazy.

Is this still that bunch of people? ..

Once Xiao Feng and others were raised as animals.

At that time everyone thought they had no value at all.

Not as good as a dog!

In a short period of time, they even changed.



It can even be said to be a qualitative change.

Among the hundred people, there are at least two fingers that can match the North
Devil.

Especially Xiao Feng is even stronger.

Faintly is about to reach the realm of a pseudo-extreme powerhouse.

It is by no means comparable to the nine heavenly kings.

And it’s no exaggeration to say that Xiao Feng’s hundreds of people can definitely
punish the supreme powers by joining forces.

They are still making terrible progress.

This is the most terrifying point.

“The Qianlong Project was successful! It’s better than we thought!”

“Thank you for the word side by side king! You will always be Erudia’s side by side king!”

Everyone was about to cry with joy.

“Now they can go out to be alone! But you are still very weak now! Every battle you
encounter in the future will be fateful! You know how to do it!”

Levi Garrison struck mercilessly.

Everyone: “…”.

Is this still weak?

Is there any reason?

To be honest, there is no one that Messiah can use now that is better than them.

With a hundred Xiao Feng, Erudia’s strength will be greatly enhanced.



According to this trend, Xiao Feng will sooner or later be a supreme powerhouse.

If there is the first, there will be the second.

This group of people has unlimited potential.

Must be the backbone of Erudia.

Messiah took Xiao Feng and the others back.

An emergency meeting was immediately called.

Basically, all the big battles in Erudia have participated.

Messiah has to deal with any crisis that may occur in the future.

Strictly speaking, the major supreme-level powerhouses are their own masters.

Will not belong to a certain country or something.

Therefore, Erudia must not only stare at foreign enemies, but also at the supreme
powerhouses within Erudia.

“Everyone should be clear about the covenant of the gods? Next we will face an
unprecedented predicament!”

“Death is a small matter, maybe the entire Erudia will fall into purgatory…”

The high-level Messiah said that the matter was terrible.

Everyone looked solemn.

“I have a question……”

Xiao Feng said.

“Xiao Feng, you say!”



Everyone looked at Xiao Feng.

“Didn’t the creators of the covenant of the gods want world peace and the people will
not suffer? Now that someone breaks the covenant of the

gods, shouldn’t they have to come out and take care of it?

“And just because one person broke the rules, the covenant of the gods broke?”

Xiao Feng said his doubts.

This is the question of many people.

Everyone thinks the covenant of the gods is too trivial.

Just because one person broke?

“Wrong! It’s really because one person broke it!”

“Why does the existence of the covenant of the gods ignore the suffering of the world?”

“That’s because they want a new world to appear! The covenant of the gods has
restrained the Supreme Power for too long, and this world has

changed too much! They want to see the emergence of a new world!”

“So no matter how the supreme-level powerhouses make their moves, they won’t care
about it!”

Everyone was shocked.

This group of people sounds like the master of this world.
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What exactly do they exist?

Can make all the supreme powers disappear!

Also has super strength above all beings!

They want a world replacement…

“What kind of existence are the masters who made the covenant of the gods?”

Everyone is curious.

“I don’t know! Even Erudia’s most mysterious information contains no records!”

“No one has seen them, no one has been in contact with…”

“hiss!”

There were all gasping voices in the court.

What kind of existence must this be? m.bg.

They are like gods.

Watching the whole world.

But they can’t reach this group of people.

The biggest crisis now comes from these supreme-level powerhouses.



“They don’t care, so it’s for sure that the supreme powerhouse will mess up the world!”

“Moreover, there must be a group of malicious countries or forces that will fight Erudia’s
ideas. Our future will be very difficult. We must be fully prepared!”

“The enemy is too strong!”

“Everyone must work hard!”

…

Messiah formulated a series of deployments in order to be able to compete with the
supreme-level powerhouses.

Erudia’s soldiers began to train frantically.

Messiah arranged a lot of pill medicine to cooperate with Levi and the various combat
techniques and techniques promoted by the major hidden forces.

To improve the overall combat effectiveness.

The situation is getting more severe.

Darkness is really coming.

“Hey, we are really stupid! Why do you abolish Levi’s martial art!”

“I can guarantee that if Levi’s martial art is restored, I will definitely have one more supreme
powerhouse in Erudia!”

“Regret! We regret it!”

“How about this, let’s use all our strength to find a way to restore the martial art? Restore the
martial art to Levi as soon as possible!”

“Okay, just do it!”

…



When Messiah made up for their stupid behavior.

There is no difference between Levi’s family and the past.

The only difference is that  Levilia   Garrison and Zoey are constantly improving.

When Zoey knocked over a wall with his bare hands, they finally understood that a
qualitative leap had taken place.

Levi didn’t dare to tell that they had become martial arts masters.

I’m afraid they won’t be able to accept it.

After all, a white-collar worker at work deals with financial stocks every day.

You suddenly told her that you became a master of martial arts.

It is difficult for them to accept.

After all, they regard Levi’s training as fitness.

“Levi, I will protect you from now on! Hell…”

Zoey gladly accepted it.

Mia and even his mother Emma accepted all this.

“At Levi, we know what you think. You want us to be strong and not easily fall into danger!”

“I have also heard that the times have changed too much now. There are many dangers! We
have the best ability to protect ourselves!”

“It’s a pity that your body is no longer able to practice martial arts. This is the worst decision
Messiah has ever made!”

Zoey said a pity for a few people.

As an instructor, Levi organizes their training and can turn them into martial arts masters.



If he doesn’t use his own martial arts, he doesn’t know how strong he is now.

“Nothing, Levi trains us well, and we all become strong! This way, no one can bully us!”

Emma said.

“Yes, brother, I will practice with you every day from now on!”

Mia also clenched his fists.

For a time, everyone was full of fighting spirit.

It was Levi who guarded them before.

Now they are here to guard Levi.

“Grandma, you are wrong, Dad is the strongest!”

Levilia   Garrison shouted.
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Everyone laughed when they heard it.

“This kid! I really love Dad!”

“Father is the tallest and most powerful in the eyes of a child!”



Several people Emma smiled.

In fact, Levi Garrison really wanted to tell them that he was invincible.

But he held back.

On the contrary, now he is an ordinary person, which can stimulate Zoey’s motivation
even more.

Let them progress faster.

It’s definitely a good thing.

I won’t disclose it for the time being.

Almost all Erudia is actively preparing for the war. ..

At this time, in the snowy mountains of Fengtian City.

The strong men with Tuoba Zunwan and the others also began to move.

“He’s just like a stunned boy, he doesn’t listen!”

“Is it all right now? Become a victim of the Covenant of the Gods! The whole family is
destroyed!”

“I said that as long as he goes out, the masters who made the covenant of the gods will
definitely slaughter! He just won’t listen!”

…

Everyone was very angry.

It is believed that the ruler who made the covenant of the gods killed the line of Tuoba
Zunwan.

No one had thought of Levi Garrison’s destruction of them.



“No way, Zunwan died like this. What kind of face does my Tuoba clan have? He doesn’t
take revenge, let’s take revenge!”

“Now that the covenant of the gods is broken, we can enter and leave wantonly!”

“Command, Tuoba clan, everyone gather! Go south, kill Levi Garrison!”

…

There are four major forces in the Tuoba clan.

Tuoba Zunwan is the third child.

Now the other three veins are united and are going south.

After the covenant of the gods was broken, the supreme powerhouses around the
world were ready to move.

But it was the Tuoba clan who really took the action.

They headed southward and mighty.

More than three times stronger than the previous Tuoba Zunwan team.

Especially the number and strength of supreme-level powerhouses can be more than
three times.

As soon as the Tuoba clan came out, they called out the slogan—the one who blocked
the road, kills no mercy.

Messiah could only clear the way and let them come.

at the same time.

There are supreme-level powerhouses all over Erudia.

But they are not as high-profile as the Tuoba clan.



Everyone sneaked into the world of ordinary people quietly.

At this moment, Xiao Feng and others who are in charge of the central theater of
Erudia.

See Tuoba’s family heading south.

They are anxious.

“They should… shouldn’t they go to Ye En people?”

“Absolutely! It is their Tuoba clan who broke the covenant of the gods! Now they are
definitely going to Ye En people!”

Everyone said.

“We want to stop, and we can’t let them hurt Ye En people!”

Everyone is in a desperate posture.

Xiao Feng thought for a while and said, “Let them go!”

“Ok?”

Everyone was taken aback.

“Xiao Feng, what do you mean? Watching them deal with the benefactor?”

Everyone is very puzzled.

Xiao Feng glanced at the crowd and said, “First of all, we can’t stop them! Going to fight
with them will only increase casualties!”

“Secondly, Ye En people definitely have a way to deal with it!”

“Huh? Ye En people can do it?”

Everyone was taken aback.



“Ye En people are definitely not ordinary people! It’s impossible for ordinary people to
train us to such a degree? And how powerful Junior Junior

Sister Levilia is, do you all know?”

Everyone is thoughtful.

“What’s more terrifying is the last time the pseudo-Supreme-level powerhouse, how did
he know that he was in the dark? He also specially brought

it to the training base to let us fight?”

“what?”

Thinking of this, everyone showed crazy expressions.

“So I say that Ye En people are by no means ordinary people!”

Xiao Feng was very sure.

Finally, the Tuoba clan left in the central theater.
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However, Xiao Feng immediately passed the message to Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison’s reply was for him to solve and let Xiao Feng block all information.



After Xiao Feng made the operation.

The whereabouts of Tuoba’s clan disappeared.

No one knows.

After that battle, Levi Garrison clearly knew his strength.

He is not afraid of Tuoba family.

But what made Levi Garrison strange was that he discovered that someone was staring
at their family in the dark recently.

From the perspective of breath, he is definitely a supreme powerhouse.

Especially when Levilia and the others were training, that person kept staring.

It seems very interested. m.bg.

However, there is no hostility for the time being.

Levi Garrison pretended not to find out.

He wants to see what these people are doing?

Soon the Tuoba clan went south to Jiangbei.

Directly towards Levi Garrison came.

Thousands of thousands of Tuoba family besieged Levi Garrison.

Tuoba Zunpeng, Tuoba Zuncheng, and Tuoba Zunli led the team personally.



Tuoba Zunwan is the third child of the Tuoba family.

“Levi Garrison killed our nephew Long Cheng, are you convicted?”

Tuoba Zunpeng roared.

“It’s wrong, I killed him. And I killed him and his two brothers!”

Levi Garrison admitted frankly.

“Huh? You!”

“impossible!”

“The youngest and the third line of them was annihilated because they violated the
covenant of the gods! What does it have to do with you?”

The crowd retorted.

Levi Garrison helplessly spread his hands: “When have I been the maker of Cheng’s
Covenant of Gods?”

“Stop talking nonsense!”

“Come here today to kill you!”

One of the young men walked towards Levi Garrison.

He raised his fist, raging vigorously, with gusts of wind.

The power of a punch is terrifying.

In everyone’s eyes, Levi Garrison, an ordinary person, would have to die with a punch.

“You are not allowed to bully Dad!!!”

At this moment, the voice of a murderer sounded.



A child suddenly appeared in front of Levi Garrison.

The little fist banged up.

“boom!”

After a muffled noise.

“Ding Ding Ding Ding…”

The young master of the Tuoba clan withdrew more than a dozen steps.

“puff!”

He spurted blood even more.

He looked at the little bit in front of him incredulously.

Staring at him fiercely.

To protect his father, Levilia raised his fist.

But this shot.

Shock the audience!

Levilia knocked back the master of the Tuoba clan with a single punch.

Although he is a master of the Tuoba clan.

But that is definitely a master.

He was kicked out by a few-year-old kid.

Levi Garrison touched Levilia’s head: “Levilia really is the best!”

The audience was silent.



Tuoba Zunpeng and everyone else didn’t react.

Staring at Levilia unblinking eyes.

This……

too frightening!

This kind of genius is rare in the world!

Even the Tuoba clan, the supreme-level strong and the pseudo-extreme-level strong are
like clouds.

Geniuses come out in large numbers.

There is no such a genius as Levilia!

too frightening!

“This is the strongest genius I have ever seen, there is no one!”

“Once this little baby is known by others, it will definitely make a sensation in the world
and will be snatched by everyone!”

The trio of Tuoba Zunpeng showed terrible smiles.

They want to take the king away and cultivate.

Who doesn’t want such a genius seedling?

“Come here, listen to my orders! Kill Levi Garrison, and then take this little baby back!”

“She must be the hope for my Tuoba family to stand in the future!”

Tuoba Zunpeng smiled greedily.

The masters pressed against Levi Garrison and Levilia.



“I see who dares to move my apprentice?”

Suddenly, a loud shout came.
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This sound shook the audience.

Only Levi Garrison had a calm face.

Because he had known someone secretly.

The mysterious person who has been monitoring their family.

At this moment, he appeared.

Levi Garrison also knew why this group of people had been spying on their family
during this period of time.

They are here for Levilia.

It is estimated that you have long been attracted to Levilia’s talent.

Now that the Tuoba clan wanted to take Levilia away, they naturally refused to agree.

“Who?”

Everyone in Tuoba’s clan became vigilant.



I saw several figures appearing at the top of the villa.

They beat Xuexue in white, and they have a dusty temperament on their bodies.

But every one is a supreme powerhouse.

“Da da da……”

There were footsteps around.

Dozens of young people.

These people are all pseudo-Supreme-level powerhouses.

As soon as they appeared.

Tuoba’s expression immediately became solemn.

They already have a foreboding of each other’s strength.

“The Tuoba clan, right? We are Wushuang City in Shu!”

“This little girl is what I saw in Wushuang City! You can’t get involved!”

“What? Wushuang City in Shu?”

When Tuoba Zunpeng and others heard this, they were shocked.

No one else has heard of it, but Levi Garrison has never heard of it.

Familiar with the Tuoba family!

Before the appearance of the covenant of the gods, Wushuang City was one of Erudia’s
super powers.

Known as the top of Western Shu!

Rumor has it that there are hundreds of supreme-level powerhouses.



Now that the silence has disappeared for so long, I don’t know where Wushuang City
has reached.

The Tuoba clan is far beyond comparison.

The two sides are completely different.

In addition, the supreme-level powerhouses are also divided into ranks.

In the world of the strong, there is a saying that the Supreme Nine Heavens.

Divide the supreme-level powerhouses into nine levels, from the supreme one heaven to
the supreme nine heaven.

Jiuzhongtian is naturally the highest.

It is also the most difficult to achieve.

Rare in the world.

There are many supreme powerhouses all over the world.

But basically ninety-nine percent are of the Supreme Grade.

The above is very difficult.

The strongest of the Tuoba clan is Tuoba Zunpeng, the Supreme Triple Heaven.

Tuoba Zunwan who was killed by Levi Garrison was a supreme double heaven.

But the Wushuang City in front of us has a lot of powerhouses of the Supreme-level
Triple Heavens, and even several elders are the Supreme-level

Quadruple Heavens.

The most frightening thing is that Wushuang City possesses a supreme level five
heavenly powerhouse.



Therefore, Wushuang City is the top power in Erudia.

At the top of the list.

It is definitely not something that the Tuoba family can contend.

Put it this way, a supreme-level Quadruple Heavenly powerhouse can basically
annihilate the entire Tuoba clan.

The higher the level of the supreme-level powerhouse, the stronger.

The difference at every level is truly astonishing.

That’s why the nine heavens are used to divide the realm.

When the Tuoba clan heard about the name of Wushuang City, they immediately
panicked.

If one is not careful, it makes the other person angry.

They must be annihilated.

“Huh? The seedling that Wushuang City is fond of?”

Tuoba Zunpeng’s teeth were shaking.

“Yes, that’s wrong! Before the covenant of the gods was broken, we were eyeing this
child!”

Wushuang City is not telling lies.

Levilia and the others have been eyeing it long ago.

Wushuang City is in Xishu, in the same area as the gates of Xishu.

Therefore, they all know the size of the West Shu gate clan.

Especially the emergence of genius seedlings like Levilia, they have long been eyeing.



After the covenant of the gods was broken, the elders of Wushuang City rushed to
observe the king.

Observing this period of time, I feel that Levilia is the strongest genius of this era.

Just as everyone was planning to take it away, the Tuoba clan appeared.


